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Introduction

Through Supreme Decree No. 001-2022-TR, the 
Peruvian Government has amended part of the 
regulations governing labor outsourcing services. 
Said amendments limit outsourcing scenarios by 
introducing the concept of “core business”.

It is worth mentioning that outsourcing is a type 
of provision of services whereby a company (i.e., 
the main company) transfers or delegates one or 
more parts of its main activity (which are linked 
to the different stages of the production process 
of goods and the provision of services) to one or 
several outsourcing companies, which provide 
the main company with works or services related 
or integrated to said main activity.

Below is a comparison of certain key aspects 
which have been amended with respect to the 
previous regulations.
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ASPECTS AMENDED
AMENDMENTS INTRODUCED

(SUPREME DECREE NO. 001-2022-TR)
PREVIOUS REGULATION

DEFINITIONS

Specialized 
activities or works

Important fact:
None of these can 
be aimed at the core 
business.

Specialized activities

Activities which are linked to the main activity 
of the main company (i.e., the entity transferring 
or delegating such activities) and which require a 
specific level of technical, scientific, or particularly 
qualified knowledge.

Services or works rendered 
in an outsourcing context, 
whose performance does not 
imply the mere provision of 
personnel.

Works

Execution of a specific work specified in a civil 
contract between the main company (i.e., the 
entity transferring or delegating such work) and 
the outsourcing company, with respect to the main 
activity of the main company.

Core business

It is a part of the company’s main activity which has particular characteristics.

It does not correspond to the specialized activities or works that may be outsourced and that require the 
transfer of employees.

It is identifiable by the following elements, among others:

1. The business object of the company.
2. The characteristic that allows end consumers to differentiate the company.
3. The characteristic that differentiates the company within the market it operates.
4. The activity of the company that creates added value for its customers.
5. The activity of the company which usually generates more revenues.

(Not contemplated)

SCOPE OF APPLICATION

The scope of application of this regulation includes the main companies (i.e., the entities transferring activities) which 
outsource specialized activities or works.

It should be noted that the enforceability of this regulation requires the continuous transfer of employees from the outsourcing 
company to the workplaces or operations centers of the main company.

The referred regulation prohibits the outsourcing of activities that are part of the core business.

The outsourcing of the main 
activity was mentioned 
in general terms, always 
involving the continuous 
transfer of employees.

DISTORTION OF 
OUTSOURCING SERVICES

Without prejudice to the assumptions currently in effect, new scenarios where the nature of the outsourcing services can be 
deemed as distorted have been included:

• When the outsourcing services do not comply with the new definitions set out in the relevant regulation.
• When employees are transferred to perform activities that are part of the core business.

In addition, the regulation sets out that this distortion causes the transferred employees to be considered as employees of 
the main company, unless there is proof to the contrary as to the time when such distortion arose; without prejudice to the 
corresponding penalties that may be imposed.

The previous scenarios remain 
in effect, such as: (i) Absence 
of business autonomy of 
the outsourcing company, 
after a reasoned analysis; 
(ii) Subordination of the 
employees of the outsourcing 
company to the main 
company.
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ASPECTS AMENDED
AMENDMENTS INTRODUCED

(SUPREME DECREE NO. 001-2022-TR)
PREVIOUS REGULATION

EMPLOYMENT 
CONTRACTS

Outsourcing companies are required to include, in employment contracts, the business activity to be performed, as well as the 
respective production unit or the scope within which such activity will be performed by the transferred employee.

The possibility of other 
information mechanisms, 
not just the employment 
contract, was contemplated.

RIGHT TO INFORMATION
The main company must inform in writing to the labor union or the delegates representing the employees, regarding the 
identity of the outsourcing company and of the transferred employees, as well as the activities these will perform, within 5 
days of the calendar month in which the transfer occurred or within 24 hours of the request made by the labor union.

Such written requirement was 
not contemplated.

Validity and period of adaptation
This regulation requires companies to abide by its provisions in 180 calendar days, counted 
since February 24, 2022 (i.e., by August 22, 2022). In case of failure to abide by these 
amendments, the nature of the outsourcing services will be deemed to be distorted, without 
prejudice to the penalties that may be imposed.

Regarding the prohibition to dismiss 
employees
During the referred adaptation period, outsourcing companies cannot terminate the 
employment contracts of the employees who were transferred to perform the activities 
forming part of the core business, due to reasons related to the adaptation referred to by this 
regulation, unless such employees are directly hired by the main company.

Recommendations
 f With respect to the main company’s business object, determine its core business in accordance with the new provisions.

 f Review contracts with third parties to identify restrictions, if applicable.

 f Implement the necessary adaptation measures within the period prescribed by the regulation.

 f Continually review service agreements to verify compliance with applicable regulations.



This publication has been carefully prepared, but it has been written in general terms and 
should be seen, interpreted, and assumed as broad guidance only. The publication cannot 
be relied upon to cover specific situations and you should not act, or refrain from acting, 
upon the information contained herein without obtaining specific professional advice.  Please 
contact BDO Outsourcing S.A.C. to discuss these matters in the context of your particular 
circumstances. BDO Outsourcing S.A.C., its partners, employees and agents do not accept 
or assume any responsibility or duty of care for any loss arising out of any action or not 
performed by any individual under the information contained in this publication or in any 
decision based on it. Any use of this publication or reliance on it for any purpose or in any 
context is at your own risk, without any right of recourse against BDO Outsourcing S.A.C. or 
any of its partners, employees, or agents.

BDO Outsourcing S.A.C., a Peruvian closely-held company, is a member of BDO International 
Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, and forms part of the BDO International 
network of independent member firms.

BDO is the brand name for the BDO network and for each of the BDO member firms.
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